
Hi, I am Sukhveer - the founder of

Girls Lead. I am an English Language

graduate with experience working in

schools and healthcare. My role

mainly is to come up with the vision

for Girls Lead and with a plan of

execution. From marketing to product

development, I oversee and run each

element.



I saw that women in business just are not getting the support

they need when starting out and that our education system

often misses out on enterprising education especially in Early

Years. So, I combined all my experience to see how we could

get conversations about skills and entrepreneurship in house

with family’s. This is how we came up with the subscription

enterprise boxes for girls aged 8-11.

 

I fund the business so, at the moment I also work a ‘9-

5’ kind of job, meaning most mornings before work, I

am writing down all the things that need to be done.

Then it's a case of prioritising what can wait and

what is urgent so, after work I get them done.

Weekends end up being the days we do jobs like

printing, packing, designing as these are the jobs

that can take extra time.



Representation definitely matters, when young

people are growing up to be able to see role

models, who look and sound like them, is

important. To have founders that you can relate

to and who can understand your journey makes

the process a little bit easier and less scary.

I would say go for it! Start out with writing out all your ideas

and then share them with people. Have conversations around

what you want to do with others, this will help you iron out

your idea. Then it is all research, have conversations with

potential customers/customers, get feedback, go crazy on

Google and really understand the problem you are trying to

solve for your customer. Then come up with an MVP so, you

want to come up with a cheap (ish relative to the business)

and easy to sell prototype to validate your idea. Don’t be

scared to get your product/idea out there and use social

media to spread the word.


